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Versatile simple doping technique for diamond by solid dopant source immersion during microwave plasma CVD
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We demonstrate a new doping technique for CVD growth of diamond. The method involves immersing a solid state dopant source into the plasma of microwave plasma-assisted CVD. We applied this simple and versatile technique to the growth of boron-doped diamond. The grown films were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES) and electrical conductivity measurement. The average concentration of boron was 0.5 atomic % and the conductivity was $1.5 \times 10^{-2} \ \Omega \text{cm}$, which showed irregular behavior at low temperature.

The variety of thin film materials and devices is continuously increasing because of incessant development of their deposition techniques. It has become possible to control the nano-scale integration of various materials including semiconductors, metals, oxides, organic molecular materials and polymers, which has enabled high performance and light-weight devices with new functions and yet saving resources.

Various novel thin film devices using doped diamonds have emerged recently, which include highly B-doped diamonds showing superconductivity, deep-UV LED fabricated from diamond p-n junctions, single photon sources realized by isolated NV centers in diamonds. These unique functions of the devices originate mainly from the wide band gap and the ultra-hard lattice of diamonds, which create distinctive dopant states. Theoretical investigations predict that there are plenty of novel doped diamonds that have never been synthesized, such as n-type diamonds by co-doping of multiple elements. Despite the long history of the doped diamonds, it is worth pursuing the synthesis of novel doped diamonds.

Three methods are commonly used to fabricate doped diamonds: CVD growth with gas-phase dopants, dopant ion implantation to a diamond crystal and a spray mist supply of dopant solution. It is difficult to explore the full possibility of doped diamonds by these methods because of their many limitations. Although the doping of light elements such as B, N and P is possible by introducing gas phase dopants $(\text{CH}_3)_3\text{B}$, $\text{NH}_3$, and $\text{PH}_3$, respectively) during plasma CVD, the handling of these diamonds by these methods is difficult and costly due to their toxic and flammable nature. There are many elements that do not have volatile compounds from the beginning. The ion implantation is a more versatile technique, but it requires annealing to settle the interstitial dopant atoms in the crystal lattice. The material approaches thermal equilibrium by annealing, which expels the dopants above a certain concentration. This diminishes the flexibility of the dopant choice and the maximum concentration. The ion implantation also has a drawback of inhomogeneous doping in the depth direction. The spray mist supply of dopants is used only for boron doping in the literature. It is very convenient but might have problems of impurity or aggregation of the dopants.

In order to remove these limitations, we attempted doping of diamond using solid sources, i.e., by immersing a polycrystalline boron rod into the $\text{H}_2\text{-CH}_4$ plasma during the microwave plasma chemical vapor deposition (MPCVD) of the diamonds. This method is free from the limitations of the currently used techniques because it does not use gaseous dopants nor require annealing. The grown films were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GDOES) and electrical conductivity measurement.

We used a center-antenna type MPCVD equipment (Arios Inc., DCVD-51A) for the growth of diamond thin films. Microwave energy (2.45 GHz) from a solid state power supply was emitted from the antenna rod sticking out at the center of a spherical chamber. The microwave energy is reflected by the inner wall of the spherical chamber made of stainless steel and resonates. The sample holder ($\phi \ 10 \ mm$ molybdenum) was placed on the antenna rod. The microwave power was concentrated at the sample holder and plasma was ignited in $\text{H}_2\text{-CH}_4$ atmosphere. The intense plasma was limited within a spherical area of 15-mm diameter, which enables diamond synthesis at low power ($\sim 200 \ W$). This equipment also has the merit of low contamination because the plasma does not touch the chamber wall. We modified the equipment by attaching a linear motion to insert a boron rod ($\phi \ 6 \ mm \times L \ 30 \ mm$) along the direction 45° off from the sample normal (Fig. 1).

The electrostatic potential of the boron rod and the sample holder can be modified separately up to $\pm 500 \ V$ from the chamber wall. The temperature was monitored by a radiation thermometer (Minolta TR-630A, using the emissivity 0.75 for Si and 0.95 for diamond).

In the diamond growth experiment, we used substrates of high resistivity Si(100) wafer (cut into 5mm - 10 mm square) and diamond (100) single crystals ($2.5 \times 2.5 \times 0.2 \ mm$). The Si wafers were cleaned by the RCA method to remove contamination. The diamond (100) crystals were cleaned by $\text{H}_2$ gas plasma at 1000 °C with 6 kPa $\text{H}_2$ discharged by 200W microwave energy for 6 h to remove sp2 components. In order to grow thin diamond films on Si, the nucleation was enhanced by applying a static bias (-300 V) to the sample in the beginning 30 minutes of MPCVD in $\text{CH}_4 : \text{H}_2 = 6\% : 94\%$ and a total pressure of 3 kPa. This procedure was omitted for the growth on diamond (001) surfaces.

The growth condition of the B-doped diamond was optimized to obtain the largest crystalline grains as follows: $\text{CH}_4 : \text{H}_2 = 1.2\% : 98.8\%$, total pressure was 6 kPa, the surface temperature was 1000 °C, and the surface cleaning and the nucleation procedure were as stated above. The boron rod, penetrating into the plasma along the direction 45° off from the surface normal, was placed at 15 mm from the sample surface. This distance is an optimized one for the uniformity of the plasma and maximum doping concentration. Figure 2 shows the optical image of the sample and the boron rod during the MPCVD growth. The growth was continued for 24 h. We applied $+450 \ V$ against the chamber wall to both the sample holder and the boron rod in order to avoid carbon contamination of the boron surface and enhance the growth of the diamond. Without applying the positive bias to the boron rod, the surface of the rod becomes dusty due to the growth of carbon species.
Figure 3 shows the laser optical microscope images (Keyence VK-8710) of the boron doped diamond on Si(001) and diamond (001). Microcrystalline films with 10- to 50-μm crystal grains were obtained on both substrates. XRD was obtained from the sample grown on Si(001) to examine the crystallinity of the film (Fig. 4). It was confirmed that diamond crystals were grown without graphite or other carbon allotropes.

We next characterized the sample grown on Si(100) by Raman microscopy (Renishaw InVia with 532-nm excitation). It is reported that Raman peak shapes are strongly dependent on the boron concentration and that they can be used to estimate the boron concentration. The Raman spectra differed considerably from position to position on the 10 x 10 mm sample. The measured areas were 2-μm spots in 10-20μm crystalline grains. The center position exhibited two peaks at 480 cm⁻¹ and 1250 cm⁻¹ (Fig. 5(a)) that are characteristic of boron-doped diamond (111). By comparing the spectrum shapes with those in the literature, the boron concentration at this position was estimated to be 1%.

The boron concentrations at the sample edge (Fig. 5(b)) and the sample corner (Fig. 5(c)) were estimated to be 0.5% and 0.02%, respectively. The distribution of the boron concentration is almost concentric, although the boron rod was immersed unsymmetrically relative to the sample normal. This is because the distance between the boron rod and the sample surface was regulated so as not to disturb the spherical symmetry of the plasma. Therefore, the reason for this inhomogeneity of the boron concentration is related to the fact that the growth speed is faster near the periphery of the samples.

We measured the boron concentration in the diamond by GDOES (Horiba Jobin Yvon GD-Profiler). This method quantifies the intensity of element-specific optical emission of sputtered atoms by Ar glow discharge. We used a sintered polycrystalline B₄C disc as the standard material to derive the B/C ratio in the diamond. B : C = 0.5% : 99.5%. Because the GDOES measures the intensity of element-specific optical emission of sputtered atoms by Ar glow discharge, we used a sintered polycrystalline B₄C disc as the standard material to derive the B/C ratio in the diamond. B : C = 0.5% : 99.5%. Because the GDOES measures the intensity of element-specific optical emission of sputtered atoms by Ar glow discharge.

In order to study the electronic properties of the boron-doped diamond films, we measured the electrical conductivity at low temperature. We attached four electrodes on a 6-mm square sample grown on highly resistive Si(001) and measured the conductivity down to 1.8 K (Quantum Design PPMS). The thickness of the B-doped diamond film was 10 μm with a 20-μm buffer (insulation) layer of undoped diamond. Note that the sample contained regions of various B concentrations as shown in Fig. 5. We measured many samples and the result showing the lowest resistivity at low temperature is shown in Fig. 6. It shows relatively low resistivity around 1.5×10⁶ Ωcm. This value is low enough for electrochemical applications. The resistivity increased when the temperature decreased from 300 K to 60 K but decreased when the temperature decreased below 60 K. This strange behavior, including steep decrease below 2.5 K, seems to arise from the inhomogeneity of the boron concentration in the film. Attempt to prepare smaller samples for the better uniformity to observe the superconductive zero-resistivity was not successful so far.

In summary, we have developed a new technique to grow thin doped diamond films. The method involves simply immersing the solid dopant source into the plasma of microwave plasma CVD to sputter and atomize the dopant elements. We demonstrated the doping of boron from a sintered boron rod and characterized the sample by x-ray diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and GDOES. We found that 1% B-doping is possible but the concentration of boron is rather inhomogeneous, distributing 1% to 0.02% within a 10-mm sample. This technique is suitable for examining the possibility of doping of various elements including multiple dopants.

This work was partly supported by CREST-JST (Project leader: Prof. T. Hasegawa, The University of Tokyo).
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Figure 1. Cross sectional drawing of MPCDV chamber with solid state dopant.

Figure 2. Optical image of the sample and the boron rod.

Figure 3. Laser microscope images of diamond film grown on (a) Si(001) and (b) diamond (001).

Figure 4. X-ray diffraction of boron-doped diamond grown on Si(001).
Figure 5. Raman spectra of a boron-doped diamond at different positions. (a) center (b) edge (c) corner.

Figure 6. Sheet resistance of a boron-doped diamond film (thickness 10 μm) grown on an undoped diamond buffer layer (thickness 20 μm) on Si(001).